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Figure 1 Initial image of Neptune's ring arcs obtained by the HSTand its nearinfrared camera NICMOSon 3 June 1998 at 19:40 UT.We used camera 2
(-0.076arcsec per pixel) to image the vicinityof Neptune at 1.87pm while the
planet's phase and aspect angles were respectively 1.9 and 63 degrees.
Neptune's disk was positioned partly outside the field of view of the camera to
reduce the scattered lightcomingfrom the planet. In this image, Neptune's
contribution to the background has been modelled and removed. An image of
Neptune's clouds has been superimposed for better clarity of the system
geometry. The two circles (labelled 1 and 2) correspond to the positions of the
middle-point of the trailing Egalitearc derived fromthe two possible solutions' for
the arcs' mean motion: n , = 820.1194degd" and n2 = 820.1118deg. d-'. The
letters L. P and N mark respectivelythe positionsof Larissa. Proteus and Neptune.
and the arrow shows the direction of motion of the ring arcs along their orbit. The
measured location of the trailing Egalite arc tits better the position obtained with
the mean-motion solutionnpthannF

unambiguously determined to be veryclose to the proposed value
(or 'solution') of 820.1 118 deg. d" (ref. 7). Before these observaAlthough all four of the gas-giant planetsin the Solar System have tions, another solution (820.1 194deg d-') was preferred becauseit
ring systems, only Neptune exhibits 'ring
arcs'-stable clumps of supportedbettertheaction
of the 42:43 co-rotationinclined
dust that are discontinuous from each other'.
Two basic mechan- resonance (CIR) with Galatea'.
isms for confining the dust to these have
arcs been proposed.The
We then modified our observational strategy
to improve the
first* relies on orbital resonances withtwo shepherding satellites, image quality and spatial resolution for the two remaining HST
while the second' invokes a single satellite (later suggestedto b e orbits. Additional NICMOS observations were obtainedon 20 and
Galatea4) to produce the observed ring arc structures. Here we
22 October 1998. An image of the system of ring arcs is given in
report observationsof the ring arcs and
Galatea, which showthat Fig. 2, as seen by an observer viewing from the ring-plane normal.
there is a mismatch between the locations
of the arcs and the site The arcs extend over 40.7 -C 3.3 degrees and the brightest trailing
Df Galatea's co-rotation inclined resonance. This result calls into arcs, Egalite and Fraternite, are clearly seen. The faintest leading
arcs, Courage andLiberte, are just above the noise-level
(3.5~
above
question Galatea's sole role in confining thearcs.
of Egalite was
A new determination of the mean motion of the arcs was made background for Courage, the faintest arc). The centre
used as a fiducial pointto measure the locationsof the ringarcs. The
possibleby theHubble Space Telescope (HST), usingtheNear
arcs were found to be 0.8 t 1.5 degrees ahead of the ephemerides
[nfraredCameraMulti-ObjectSpectrometer5(NICMOS),which
820.1 118 degd-'. This
3bserved the system of Neptune's faint arcs on two occasions in prediction employing a mean motion of
at the radial measurement confirmed without ambiguity the results obtained
1998. To aid in the rejectionofbackgroundlight
m g u h distance of the ring arcs
( " 3 arcsec) from the planet centre, during the June1998 observations'. The new value for the arcs' mean
motion is 820.1120 t- 0.0004 deg d - I . Similarly, we determined a
1 filter with a bandpass centred at
1.87 p m wavelength was used.
This wavelength correspondsto a strong absorptionin the reflective revised mean motion for Galatea of 839.6617 2 0.0004 degd".
spectrum of methane, one of the main constituents of Neptune's
The brightness profile in backscattered light(Fig. 3) was obtained
Itmosphere. Theprojected uzimuthal resolution was 3.2 degreesper by integrating the flux, radially, over the photometric width of the
resolution element (1.6 degrees per
pixel) at the distance of the arcs. Following the practice employed in earlier studies
ofNeptune's
Adams ring, which corresponds to a resolution of 3,500 km along ringsb.', we measured the equivalent width E, seen by NICMOS in
the ring. The first images of the arcs since the Voyager fly-bf were the optically thin case. Assuming that the optical depth of EgalitC
obtained by NICMOS on 3 June 1998. The arcs were clearlydetected has not changed since 1989, its equivalent width, E,, and geometric
~ ~45
, ~f , 5 m and 0.048 2 0.005, respectively. The
It the maximumof eastern elongation (Fig. I ) during a single 832-s albedo, ~ l , ~ 7 are
2xposure. The orbital motion of thearcssmearedtheimage
by letter is very closeto that measuredby Voyagerat visible wavelength
3 degrees along the dzimuthal direction; thisis about the hull length (P",~,,,,, = 0.055 t- 0.004), demonstrating that the colour of the
of the longest arc, Fraternitt. Nevertheless, the mean
motion was material making up the ring arcs is similar to that in the rings of
Q 1999 Macmillan Magazines Ltd
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Uranus"'; that is, very dark with a relatively flat spectral reflectivity. would be responsible for the rudial confinement of the dust through
Comparison between the HSI' brightness profile and the Voyager its 42:43Linblad resonance (thismechanism was confirmed by,
profile obtained .It high phase angle (135') shows that the apparent Voyager observations of a 30-km radial distortion attributed tothe
structure of the arcs has remained roughly the same since
1989. The Linblad resonance with Galatea). At the same time, its 42:43 CIR
main change concerns Liberti., which appears to bedisplaced from would prevent the arc material from spreading azimuthally. The
its position relative to Egalitk by about 1.9 degrees in the leading relation between the motions of the CIR site and Galatea is defined
direction. We assume that this shift cannot be solely caused by as mcnCIR
= (m, - I)n, + R, where f2 is Galatea's nodal precession
differences in the prticle size distribution in LibertC,as the Voyager rate, nG the motion of Galatea. and m, is the co-rotation resonance
results showed similar brightness ratios among the three widest arcs
wavenumber. The locationof the CIR produced by Galatea that falls
at high and low phase angles.
closest tothe arcs' semi-major axis is obtainedfor m, = 43.
Without stabilizing externalforces, keplerian shear would spread Assuming that the value of R determined by Voyager'* remains
the material of the ring arcs along the orbitof the Adams ring in a unchanged-which is reasonable since Galatea's nodal precession
matter of a few months. The model of a single satellite responsible rate is essentially determined by Neptune's gravitational harmonicsour new determination of the d e a n motions of Galatea and the
ring
for both the radial and azimuthal confinement of the ring-arcs'
material was first proposed in 1986 by Goldeichet aL'. This theory arcs position the arcs 3 11 2 4 1 m away from the middle,of the CIR
site. If we adopt a value for the half-width of the resonance siteof
was supported by the work of Porco
et
who showed that
Galatea, orbiting at the inner edge of the Adams ring on a slightly 250m (ref. 13), the mean semi-major axis of the arcs is located
inclined trajectory (0.0544degrees; ref. 12), was the most plausible outside the region defined by the CIR with Galatea. This m
of the arcs. The satellite ment calls&to question the unique role
of Galatea in co
body responsible for the long-lived stability
azimuthay the material inside the arcs, leaving the field o
alternative models. We note that the wider (9km; ref. 4) Linblad
resonance remains a valid process to provide the arcs with the
required energy to maintain their radial confinement.
Another possible scheme, as suggested originally by Lissaue?,
relies on two satellites instead of one. Although this model is based
on the presence of an hypothetical moonlet co-orbiting with the
Adams ringand responsible for trapping the dust
between itsL4 and
L5 lagrangian points, it wouldsolve the problem raised by the two
trailing arcs EgalitC and Fraternit6 that have widths well over the
length (4.186 degrees) predicted by the42:43 CIR with Galatea. Our
aL4sLL
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Figure 2 Higher-resolution false-colour image of the four ring arcs of Neptune
obtained by HSTNCMOS at a wavelength of 1.87pm. A total of 22 dithered
images of 208s each were recorded on 20 June 1998 (1227 u s ) and 22 October
1998 (17:40 UT). A prediction of 0.02 pixel (1.5mas) in the co-registration of the
images by cubic
convolution
interpolation
was achieved by minimizing
the difference in the diffraction pattern of Neptune in adjacent images. A model
of the planet's scattered Itght was subtracted from the individual images in order
to ( 1 ) recover a background level close to zero at the distance of the arcs from
Neptune's centre, and (2) elimlnate stray light producedby the secondary mirror
support structure. The signal produced by the brightest arcs (EgalitelFraternite)
&asat the noise level (0 065 pJy per pixel)in the individual images. The arcs were
extracted from the Individual images by taking into account their motion in the
planetocentric reference system linkedto Neptune. During the co-registration
orocess, the data were resampled by a factor of two onto a finer grid by cubic
sonvolution interpolation Thep h y x a l centre point of the system of satellites and
arcs was determined by using the inner neptunian satellites (Proteus, Larissa.
3espina and Galatea)prescrit in o l l r mnges to fit their individual trajectorywhose
,ole solution has heen known" 'mce Voyager.Theimmediate benefit of the
.ecentring. shifting m t l : X ~ I I I N J processes was to increase the resolution of our
mages to a point where rht: wrnr o f o u r measurement of the positionof the arcs
3long the Adams r i r i i )
rfx111(.f:~I t o
15 degrees. The letters C, L, E and F
ndicate. fromleatilriij t i , 1 r ; v l i r q the tespect~velocation of the arcs Courage,
c ! colour has been scaled so the brightest arc
-iberte, Egalit6 and F r ~ ~ t ~ v i i i lTtvt
]as avalue of unttv
lm,t:;
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Figure 3 Brightnessprofile of the arcs alongtheazimuthaldirection.The
azimuthal profileof the arcs derived from Fig.2 is shown here (solid line) both
as
the NICMOSradiallyintegrated flux in plyperazimuthal degree and as the
equivalent width(E,)in metres. Relativebrlghtness of the arcs from Voyager(l989)
observations, normalized to E, = 52m (ref. 9) at Egalite. has been overplotted
(dashed line) for comparison.We note thatthe Voyager profile was derived from
an image recorded at a relativelyhigh phase angle (135 degrees), where the
observed brightness of the arcs is dominated by forwardscattering from
microscopic dust particles.However, within the measurement uncertainties,
the same overall structure was seen in both low and high phase angle Voyager
images. The l o uncertainties in both the NICMOS observed flux and azirnuthal
position are also indicated as well as the width(full-widthathalf-maximum,
FWHM)ofthe NICMOS point-spread function(PSF)at 1.87pm.The louncertainty
in flux comes from the uncertainr/ in the determination of the residual background level introduced by the pror~mityof Neptune. The total integrated flux at
1.87pm for all of the arcs is 27.0 c 0.27pJy. or M , , ,,.,,= 21.2 _c 0.1 mag. The
NICMOS calibrationnumbers
used for
hlter
Nic2iF187W
are:conversion
factor = 3.819pJy
per
data
number
(DN) per s and
zero-magnitude
point = 828 Jy. The most apparent changes In the rlng-arcs' morphology since
1989 are the widening of Egalite and the decrease in amplitude of Liberte. An
effect induced bydifferent scattering propertles between high and low phase
angles is not likely but cannot be entirely ruled out.
~
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HST observations, along with the ground-based results presented
elsewhereinthis
issue''', showthatthe new generation of large
telescopes should allow us to collect additional measurements that
will be valuable in constraining the theories of ring-arc formation
around
(7
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second T-independent transition
marks the critical B of the QH-to
the path set by earlierstudies10.i6.1
transition andfollow, in Fig. Ib-e
B: as we increase p .

disappears. In addition to the
s

p causes more QH states to
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which also exhibitsi0-" the poorlyundern. We fmd that, on increasing the carrier

on the (31 I)A CaAs substrate" with silicon as a p-type dopant. At
B = 0 the system is insulating, as indicated by a rapidly increasing p

direction ( p m ) was measured in unlts of kfl per square.
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